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Evaluation of an in-house developed colorimetric and 
other assays for PET-degrading activity 
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Plastic materials have become indispensable in the modern world, with their extensive use 
resulting in their environmental accumulation. A promising solution for overcoming this 
ecological threat may be found in recombinantly produced plastic-degrading enzymes. Due 
to the complexity of the heterogeneous catalysis occuring during enzymatic PET 
hydrolysis, quantifying and comparing activities of such enzymes is rendered difficult. 
Here, we have assessed various assays documented in existing literature, employing 
different preparations of the purified recombinant Ideonella sakaiensis PETase mutant 
W159H/S238F (expressed from commercial plasmid Addgene #112203). The investigated 
methods were as follows: p-nitrophenyl acetate (pNA) hydrolysis assay, bis-(2-
hydrohxyethyl)-terephthalate (BHET) agar and PET agar diffusion assays, and UV 
absorbance monitoring after PET particle and PET bottle cut-out hydrolysis. Additionally, 
we introduced an indirect colorimetric assay using the indicator pyrocatechol violet (PCV). 
Our work reveals many advantages and problems for each of the tested methods. The pNA 
hydrolysis assay is the quickest, but many substances which are usually present in enzyme 
buffers and solutions tend to hydrolyse this compound (e.g. imidazole). It is also unspecific 
due to hydrolysis by other esterase enzymes. The BHET diffusion assay offers a great tool 
for activity comparison and estimation, with greater enzyme specificity. However, it is 
slow and accurate activity quantification is difficult. PET hydrolysis was conducted on in-
house prepared PET particles with UV spectrophotometric measurement or by a diffusion 
assay. Due to the measuring wavelength (240 nm), the importance of proper blanking is 
critical, but accurate results can still be obtained. The sensitivity of the diffusion assay is 
much lower in comparison to the similar BHET assay. We also report on a modification of 
the phenol red indirect colorimetric assay using PCV as the indicator and PET particles as 
the substrate, which has not been previously described in existing literature. 
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